Climate change: simple facts
The climate change narrative is a pack of lies to promote global,
corporatist interests and control nations. A concise summary of facts.
Carbon Dioxide
Is not to be feared. It is a vital molecule that gives life to the planet. Without it everything
dies. The more CO2, the more green the planet. We have far lower levels of atmospheric
CO2 (around 450ppm) than in previous millennia (around 4-7,000ppm) and need more.
A 300ppm increase in CO2 produces a 46% increase in plant bulk. A 155ppm increase in
CO2 improved rice grain yield from 16.9 to 26.1% (depending on nitrogen supply). [Twitter,
Craig Idso, @co2science, 27 July 2019.]

Man produces very little CO2 compared to nature. Termites provide more CO2 and
methane than mankind – 50 billion tons per annum. This is 10 times more than the
present world production of CO2 from burning fossil fuel. Animal flatulence provides more
greenhouse gases (methane) than mankind. The rainforests (e.g. Amazon, Africa) provide
more CO2 than mankind. One volcano eruption produces more Greenhouse gases than all
human history. [Dr Dixie Lee Ray, ‘Trashing the Planet: How science can help us deal with acid rain,
depletion of the Ozone, and nuclear waste’, Blackstone Audiobooks, November 2011]

Global temperature
Is very difficult to determine since local areas vary so much. What is certain is that it is not
getting warmer. Temperature has been roughly stable for between 15 and 25 years
depending on the sources. By some measures it has been declining for seven years. It was
very much warmer in the late 19th century when birds dropped dead out of the sky. It was
more than twice as hot in the late 1930s. It was slightly hotter in the late 1950s and
significantly hotter in 1900. It was far warmer in the Medieval Warm period, a time of
prosperity. It was still warmer in the Roman period when grapes were grown in York. [Roy
Spencer PhD, Global warming. latest global temperatures.]

Environment
Wildfires
The number of wildfires has not dramatically increased. Most fires are caused by humans;
either accidentally or deliberately. As many as 90% of US wildland fires are caused by
people. [Insurance Information, ‘Facts + statistics: wildfires’. National Interagency Fire Centre, Year-todate statistics, 9 October 2019.]

Weather
Hurricanes
Atlantic hurricanes have not dramatically increased in number. [Stormfax Weather Almanac,
Atlantic hurricane numbers by year: 1851-2017. Thomas Knutson et. al. Bulletin of the American
Meteorological Society, ‘Global TC and Hurricane frequency’, and ‘Global TC landfalls (1970-2017)’, 12 June
2019.]

Oceanic sea levels
80% of the tidal measurements show less than normal global average rises or even no rise
at all. There is no evidence of acceleration. [PSMSL (Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level),
Alameda (Naval Air Station).]

Acidic oceans
Man-made CO2 is not gradually turning the oceans into acid as surface ocean pH
increases. The oceans are underlain by alkali rock called basalt. This rock balances the pH
of the waters. If a lot of acid entered the oceans, it would react with the basalt rock and be
neutralised. The big factor in sea pH is the base rock, not the atmospheric content.
Ice packs
The Arctic
Greenland is not getting hotter and its glaciers are not melting very fast, threatening ocean
rises. The temperature charts for SW Greenland, with the exception of 2012, are not
different to those in the 1920s to the 1940s. There is no evidence that Greenland’s climate
is getting warmer. It simply goes through slightly warm phases in a cycle. Data shows that
there was much less ice in the Arctic between 1972-1975. This week cargo ships got stuck in
the Arctic because the weather got much colder much sooner than normal. [Not a lot of people
know that, ‘Latest fake claims about Greenland ice loss’, 22 January 2019. IPCC report based on NOAA;
Observed Climate Variation and Change, Fig 7.20.]

Antarctica
The sea ice in Antarctica is not disappearing but has expanded. Antarctica has also recently
recorded its coldest winter since records began. [Reuters, ‘Fact Check, six months of record cold
temperatures at the South Pole Amundsen-Scott station does not discredit climate change’. NASA, 7 October
2014, ‘Antarctic sea ice reaches new record maximum.]

Tropical Islands
The Maldives
Claims in the past that The Maldives was under threat by flooding by 2000 were utter lies.
The islands have expanded and the population grown.
The Marshall Islands
Also grew in size.
Tuvalu
The doom predicted for Tuvalu was a lie. The islands grew in size from 1971 to 2014.
Further studies showed that growth continued up to 2018. [Auckland University study by
Professor Paul S Kench, Murray R Ford & Susan D Owen, ‘Patterns of island change and persistence offer
alternative adaptation pathways for atoll nations’, published in Nature Communications, volume 9, Art. 605
(2018). Daily Mail, ‘Sinking’ Pacific nation Tuvalu is actually getting bigger, new research reveals’, 9 February
2018.]

Coral reefs
Claims that coral reefs are being destroyed are lies. Some, like the Great Coral Reef, have
even expanded. [Sky News, Opinion, ‘Peter Ridd (marine physicist): the idea coral reefs are close to
extinction is completely ridiculous’.]

Animal extinction
Polar bears
Polar bear numbers are not declining; they are prospering. Some ecologists believe that
there needs to be a cull because there are too many bears for the food sources. [Climate at a
Glance, Polar Bears. Polar Bear Science, 19 November 2014, ‘Polar bear researchers knew S Beaufort
population continued to increase up to 2012’.]

Walruses
Walruses are not stupid. They do not leap over cliffs to commit suicide due to global
warming. Those that claimed this lied; Netflix (and David Attenborough) in 2019 faked this
news. The reason is that they were fleeing polar bears and fell in panic. Independent

filmmakers filmed this polar bear attack occurring. [YouTube, Net Zero Watch, ‘New footage
reveals Netflix faked walrus climate deaths’.]

Penguins
Penguins are not going extinct. Their numbers are expanding in Antarctica. [Scientific
Reports, ‘Multi-model survey of Adelie penguin mega-colonies reveals the Danger Islands as a seabird
hotspot’, 2 March 2018.]

Proposed solutions
Biomass pellets
These are pellets of wood formed by destroying ancient trees in Virginia forests, processing
them in large factories and transporting them across the Atlantic to be burned in British
power stations. This is claimed to be sustainable. In fact the whole process results in higher
CO2 emissions than if we burned coal. How can killing trees be Green?
Eradicating coal-fired power plants
This is economic suicide for Britain, which has large reserves of local coal but otherwise
must import fuel from unstable sources and routes. In fact, modern technology uses
filtration systems which eradicate most of the CO2 emissions from coal-fired power plants.
We could be self-sustaining in energy supply and Green.
Hydrogen
Various systems using hydrogen to replace fossil fuels have been proposed. However, the
by-product of this is water vapour, which is a bigger Greenhouse gas than CO2.
Heat pumps
The government wants us to get rid of gas and oil-powered central hating systems and
replace them with heat pumps. These will cost £10-20,000 to fit. When installed, they take
24-hours to get up to heat and only heat to a temperature of 19 degrees C.
Solar power
Domestic solar panels rarely work effectively and many suppliers have gone out of
business. Most solar panels on people’s houses are inefficient. Less than 14% of the energy
that reaches them will be converted to electricity. Solar power only works effectively if
there is enough sunlight, and this is rarely practical in Britain. Some areas where there are
solar farms only have the required sunlight 10% of the time. [E.g. MRC News Busters, ‘USA
Today finds home solar panels not cost-effective’, 15 August 2013. Northwestern University, Power System,
‘How efficient are solar panels’. MRC News Busters, ‘USA Today finds home solar panels not cost-effective’,
15 August 2013.]

Wind turbines
A wind turbine occupies 50 acres of land, takes 900 tons of steel and 2,500 tons of
concrete and millions of these are required by Green policies, one turbine kills thousands
of bats, birds and insects, as well as damaging peat bogs. Worse, the birds that are killed
include many rare protected species, such as eagles, while turbines kill a million bats every
year. The steel requires iron ore and carbon heated to very high temperatures only
achievable through burning gas or coal. This also means digging up vast swathes of earth
for mining. Inland wind sites have an effective capacity of only 10% of what is claimed. The
2,400 turbines in Britain at the moment only provide 1.3% of our national needs, less than
the output of even one medium conventional power station. They provide nothing when
there is no wind. Wind farm turbines cost twice as much to provide energy as normal
power stations. Customer electricity bills are greatly inflated by Green policies; Green
strategies hurt the poor the most. [See photos of dead birds at the foot of the wind farm at
Ingbirchworth, West Yorkshire, Daily Mail, ‘Why the £250bn wind power industry could be the greatest scam
of our age ….’, 28 February 2011. YouTube, Thoughty2, ‘Renewable energy is a scam’, 4 August 2019.]

Electric cars
These create 70% more CO2 emissions in manufacture than a diesel car. They are
extremely expensive to purchase and have limited travel range. It is impossible to use
electric HGV lorries to transport food and goods; the electric batteries cannot supply
enough power. The batteries require child slavery in Third World mines to extract cobalt
and lithium. It is impossible to provide enough of these minerals to power all the cars in
the world. Disposing of the batteries is an environmental nightmare. Also the cars require
new batteries every few years and each one costs £20,000.
Propaganda
Doom-mongers
Every past prediction of global doom with ten years, or similar, such as by Prince Charles,
has been proved to be a lie. This has been stated since the 1970s and the apocalypse never
happened. [E.g. ‘Civilisation will end within 15 or 30 years unless immediate action is taken against
problems facing mankind’, George Wald, Harvard Biology, 1970. ‘It is already too late to avoid mass
starvation’, Denis Hayes, Chief organiser for Earth Day 1970.]

Computer simulations
The computer models used by the IPCC are utterly flawed, based on bad data and wrong
assumptions and have proven to be false in their claims. The climate change scientists
cannot predict even seasonal temperatures. Comparisons with actual observed data show
that computer predictions utterly failed in every case. They cannot predict a seasonal cycle.
[Song et. al. (2009) Nature vol. 457, 435-440.]

Scientific consensus
It is a lie to affirm that 97% of published papers agree global warming is happening and
mankind is the cause. Researchers found that only 0.3% of 11,944 abstracts and 1.6% of the
smaller sample endorsed man-made climate change since 1950. [Legates DR, Soon W, Briggs
WM et. al. (2015), ‘Climate consensus and misinformation: a rejoinder to Agnotology, scientific consensus
and the teaching and learning of climate change’. Sci Edu. 24:299-318, doi: 10.1007/s11191-013-9647-9.]

The reason
The real purpose of climate change strategies is corporate greed and the UN sustainability
Agenda 2030. Billions are being made from corporate interests in combating global
warming by companies that create pollution and harm the ecological system. The UN
agenda is all about creating a global dominion ruled by the rich 1%, depopulation, and
establishing a new serfdom concentrated in cities based on technocracy. It is evil.
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